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New Titles for Children and Young People
Adams, Laurie. Alice and the Boa Constrictor; by Laurie Adams and Allison Coudert; illus.
by Emily Arnold McCully. Houghton, 1983. 82-15769. ISBN 0-395-33068-8. 8 7p.
$8.95.
Since he knows that Alice's allowance would have to be saved for months before
R she could afford the boa constrictor she wants, Dad gives his permission-and Alice
3-4 (in the fourth grade) begins casting about for ways to earn money. After some
abortive and amusing tries, she earns enough for the snake and a cage. Already a
science buff, Alice is an Instant Success when she presents her pet at the fourth grade
science class Show and Tell session; she also finds her snake useful in combating
bullies and a burglar, and she eventually sells it to an eager friend. This light-hearted
story has some exaggeration, but is on the whole believable and keeps up a brisk
pace; Alice manipulates her father in a way that should delight readers. Nice family
relationships and a good reflection of fourth grade power politics in a sunny story.
Anderson, Norman D. Fireworks!: Pyrotechnics on Display; by Norman D. Anderson and
Walter R. Brown; illustrated with photographs and prints. Dodd, 1983. 82-45995.
ISBN 0-396-08142-8. 79p. $9.95.
This gives good coverage, describing how fireworks are made, and in what variety
Ad and complexity, and how they are used. The text also discusses the ways in which
4-6 fireworks may have been invented, the disasters that have resulted due to careless-
ness in using fireworks, protective legislation, and some famous displays at great
events. The text is not well organized, the writing style is dry, the material in-
trinsically interesting, and the whole informative if not cohesive. A list of the fire-
works laws of all the states, by groups, and an index are appended.
C.U. Industries (unit)
Asch, Frank. Mooncake; written and illus. by Frank Asch. Prentice-Hall, 1983. 82-21449.
ISBN 0-13-601013-X. 28p. $9.95.
Asch has cleverly used the hibernation period of bears to make an imaginative
R adventure of a naive bear cub seem possible. Bear is convinced that the moon would
3-5 taste delectable, so he builds a rocket ship. By the time it's done, he's very sleepy, so
yrs. his count-down ends with a sleep that's broken when snow and wind knock the small
vehicle over. Cautiously Bear steps out to taste the white stuff that's on the ground of
what he's sure is the moon. It's delicious. Frightened by his own paw prints, he
climbs back into the safety of his ship and again sleeps. When he wakes it is spring,
and he's back to a familiar sight: the green grass of home. The colors of the simply
composed paintings are soft and subdued, the tale is simply told, and the lap audience
should enjoy the concept and their own superiority in understanding what's really
happened.
D.V. Imaginative powers
[1]
Barrett, Judith. What's Left?; written and illus. by Judi Barrett. Atheneum, 1983. 81-12814.
ISBN 0-689-30874-4. 28p. $10.95.
Large-scale paintings, cleanly shown on spacious pages, are paired; one page asks
Ad a question (yellow recto page) and then the page is turned and the answer is on a
2-5 white verso page. The text deals in concepts: what's left over when something is
yrs. over, or taken away, or consumed? A nice idea, the one weakness of the book being
that the concepts are not always literal; although this may stretch understanding for
some children, it may be a handicap to those more literal to pair "What's left after
you've eaten your chocolate chip cookie?" (Cookie crumbs) with "What's left after
you go to sleep at night?" (Your dreams) without confusion.
D.V. Everyday life concepts
Bianco, Margery Williams. The Velveteen Rabbit; illus. by Michael Hague. Rev. ed. Holt,
1983. 82-15606. Trade ed. ISBN 0-03-063517-9; Limited ed. ISBN 0-03-063612-4. 33p.
Trade ed. $11.50; Limited ed. $100.00.
First published in 1922, and still loved, this story of a stuffed animal toy that
R becomes real through the intervention of the nursery magic fairy is newly illustrated
K-3 in this edition. Hague's paintings of the Boy who loves his velveteen pet are gentle,
romantic, and faithful in showing details (of clothing, particularly) of the original
publication period. It is, however, the beautiful outdoor scenes, outstanding for their
restrained use of color and effective contrast of light and shadow, that make this
sentimental story extended in so apposite a fashion.
Branscum, Robbie. Spud Tackett and the Angel of Doom. Viking, 1983. 82-13621. ISBN
0-670-66582-7. 99p. $10.95.
Like other Branscum stories, this is set in the Arkansas hills, and the narrator is
Ad fifteen-year-old Spud, who lives with his Grandma and is completely cowed by her.
4-6 He also loves her, and he's jealous when his cousin Leroy comes from Detroit to stay
with them. Leroy's Ma is working in a war plant, his father is in military service, and
he's tough and boastful. However, he soon learns to appreciate the good (i.e. rural)
life and the boys become friends. They are frightened when an evangelist who says
he's an angel comes to threaten the whole community, exhorting families to sell their
farms, give him the money, and escape damnation. Grandma sees through the man,
tells him off, and the book ends with Spud and Leroy being saved on their own. This
has a lot of vitality, some humor, and adequate characterization, but the depiction of
hill folk is stereotypical and the dialogue is heavily corn-pone.
D.V. Grandparent-child relationships
Carlson, Dale Bick. Manners that Matter for People Under 21; by Dale Carlson and Dan
Fitzgibbon. Dutton, 1983. 82-9761. ISBN 0-525-44008-9. 134p. $9.95.
An informally written but not too chatty book of commonsense advice about social
R behavior in general and about particular situations provides a guide to the etiquette
7-10 for occasions most adolescents will encounter repeatedly. The text ranges from such
basic matters as proper place settings at the dinner table or writing a business letter to
subtler matters like how to behave when you have taken the initiative in breaking off
a relationship. An index gives access to the contents, which include advice on what
to wear when, how to give a party, what good telephone manners consist of, and
other aspects of daily life or special occasions.
[2]
Carrick, Carol. What a Wimp!; illus. by Donald Carrick. Clarion, 1983. 82-9597. ISBN 0-
89919-139-8. 89p. $9.95.
After their parents were divorced, Barney and his brother Russ moved to the small
Ad town where his mother had spent her childhood summers. Barney finds now that
3-5 coping with a bully in his class, Lenny, makes him unhappy about everything else.
He doesn't like being called a wimp. Or being knocked down. Or being scolded by his
new teacher. Barney knows he can't expect his mother or brother to fight his battles,
but their sympathy does help, and in a pinch Russ does come to his rescue. It also
helps to discover that his teacher understands his problem-but in the end it is
Barney who decides that if he stops running, he can't be chased, and who learns that
a bully will often back down when confronted. This isn't a strong story in a literary
sense, but it's one that should appeal to children because of its sensitive and realistic
treatment of a familiar situation.
D.V. Divorce, adjustment to; Fear, overcoming; Teacher-pupil relations
Cone, Molly. Paul David Silverman Is a Father; photographs by Harold Roth. Dutton, 1983.
82-18205. ISBN 0-525-44050-X. 55p. (A Skinny Book) $8.95.
Although the interest level of this story indicates an adolescent audience, the
Ad vocabulary indicates the book's appeal may be restricted to the reluctant reader for
7-9 whom it is designed. Paul and Cathy have been high school lovers, have married
when she became pregnant (having forgotten to take a pill) and have made a solemn
compact in which they divide baby care and household chores. Now the young
parents have quarreled and Paul is heartsick when he wakes one morning to find his
wife and child gone. His mother calls, and he learns that Cathy's in the library; he
goes there and they make up. This is perfectly realistic, adolescent-oriented, simply
told, and it's useful for its intended audience; what it lacks, in part due to the flat
writing style, is any real sense of conflict or drama in the narration.
C.U. Marriage, preparation for; Reading, remedial
Corbett, W. J. The Song of Pentecost; illus. by Martin Ursell. Dutton, 1983. 83-1712. ISBN
0-525-44051-8. 216p. $10.95.
An animal fantasy from England has a diverse and diverting set of characters who
R have undertaken a journey from the crowding and pollution of the city's fringe to the
5-7 green quiet of the Lickey Hills. There's Snake, victim of the "cousin" who has
duped him out of his inheritance; there's Frog, former colleague of the false cousin,
who has just learned how to live without lying, and above all there's little Pentecost,
leader of the small harvest mice who are seeking a peaceful new home. Among the
animals they encounter are the gentle, loving Fox; the cruel Owl whose personality
was warped by a childhood accident; and the orange-backed, seven-legged cockle-
snorkel, a malicious troublemaker and the only imaginary creature in the story.
Although Corbett tends to write ornately, his style is saved from pomposity by the
wit of the dialogue, the humor of the exposition, and the acuteness and color of the
characterization, with its quick establishment of strong personalities.
Cormier, Robert. The Bumblebee Flies Anyway. Pantheon, 1983. 83-2458. Trade ed. ISBN
0-394-86120-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-96120-X. 211p. Trade ed. $10.95; Library ed.
$10.99.
In a story that is as trenchant as it is poignant, Cormier shows the courage and
R desperation of adolescents who know that their deaths are imminent. Barney, six-
7-10 teen, is the only patient who is in the experimental hospital who is not in the group of
the doomed but is there as a control; all of them are there voluntarily, some to
[3]
contribute to research and some, like Mazzo, hoping for a quick death. In love with
Mazzo's twin sister, Cassie, who turns to Barney for help because her brother re-
fuses to see anyone in his family, Barney thinks of a plan that will give Mazzo the
quick, daring death he wants; secretly he reconstructs a life-size model of a car from
the dump next door, pulls the plug on Mazzo's life-support system, and helps him to
the roof where the car waits to be pushed off for one last glorious flight. The story,
which has an element of twin telepathy, involves questions of medical ethics and
freedom of choice, and ends with Barney, who in the course of his treatments and his
conversation with his doctor, has learned that he too is going to die, remembering
with persistent joy, despite his gray fog of pain, the beauty of the flight, his last
achievement. This is, although it is tragic, a stunning book: Cormier creates con-
vincingly the hospital world of the terminally ill, the pathos of Barney's love for
Cassie and his struggles with the hallucinations induced by the treatments that are
designed to block his knowledge and help him forget his true condition. It moves,
with relentless inevitability, like an ancient Greek tragedy, with the compassion of
the staff a contrapuntal note, to the requiem of hopeless despair that, for each
patient, still holds some passion for an affirmative act of life.
D.V. Courage; Death, adjustment to
Costabel, Eva Deutsch. A New England Village; written and illus. by Eva Deutsch Costabel.
Atheneum, 1983. 82-13738. ISBN 0-689-30972-4. 42p. $11.95.
A description of a New England village of the early nineteenth century is illustrated
Ad by drawings that are stylized, strong but primitive in concept, and often cluttered
3-5 with details. The text is divided into topics: The House, The Farm Kitchen, The
Bedchamber, Candlemaking, The Gristmill, The Potter's Craft, The Covered Bridge,
et cetera, with a page of text on each topic facing a full-page drawing. Although not
much information is given on each topic, the whole gives a picture of the activities,
interests, industries, and appearance of the midcentury village. The writing is direct,
succinct, and on the dry side.
C.U. History-U.S.
Cross, Gillian. The Demon Headmaster; illus. by Gary Rees. Oxford, 1983. 0-19-271460-0.
174p. $6.95.
This is not to be believed, but it is certainly to be enjoyed: a fast-paced story that
R posits an unbelievable situation in which a small group of children is pitted against the
4-6 cold cunning of a schoolmaster who has every other child in school under rigid
hypnotic control. Dinah, who has just become a foster sister to Lloyd and Harvey, is
the catalyst in the plot to learn what the evil headmaster is doing, how he's doing it,
and what his ultimate goal is. Cross uses a realistic setting, writes capably, relieves
the tension by humorous dialogue, and concludes with a happy if slam-bang ending.
D.V. Teacher-pupil relations
Delaney, Ned. Terrible Things Could Happen; written and illus. by Ned Delaney. Lothrop,
1983. 82-10051. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01282-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01284-1. 30p.
Trade ed. $10.50; Library ed. $9.55.
Cartoon-style paintings, complete with balloon captions, illustrate a story in
M frenetic comic book style. All the characters are animals, and the hero is Waldo, a
K-2 dog who is meticulous in his work as a delivery dog for a baking company. His
supervisor hopes Waldo will make a mistake, since he'd like to give Waldo's job to
his nephew. Waldo, however, emerges triumphant from each crisis situation; when
he does have a mishap and his pies are squashed, the situation is saved by Waldo's
[4]
apprehension of burglars. The retiring president gives Waldo his job, and the super-
visor is demoted. Lots of action, lots of nonsense, some humor in the illustrations,
but neither text nor illustrations has polish or promise.
Dewey, Ariane, ad. Pecos Bill; ad. and illus. by Ariane Dewey. Greenwillow, 1983. 82-9229.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01410-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01412-7. 56p. Trade ed.
$9.50; Library ed. $8.59.
The large print, short sentences, simple vocabulary, and clean, bare tinted line
R drawings indicate that the primary audience for this book is the young independent
2-3 reader, but the action and humor make it a good choice, also, for reading aloud to the
very young child. It's a good introduction to the tall tale hero who rides a lion, uses a
snake for a lasso, and rescues his bride after she has bounced for three days on her
bustle. The ending is a bit abrupt, but the adaptation is otherwise competent, an
appropriate selection of the many tales of Pecos Bill for the primary grades reader.
C.U. Reading aloud
Elson, Diane, ed. A Country Book; ed. and illus. by Diane Elson. World's Work/David and
Charles. 1983. ISBN 0-437-37704-0. 106p. $12.95.
Although this is very prettily illustrated with line drawings and paintings, it is as
M inconsistent in its level of sophistication among the selections as it is consistent in
5-6 topic. The quality of the selections is generally high (Shakespeare, Tennyson, Blake,
Bronte, Hardy, et cetera) and the material respectably hoary (i.e., in the public
domain) but who is the audience for a book that contains a selection by Pepys that
contains a sentence twleve lines long and also contains a Tennyson poem that begins,
"What does little birdie say/In her nest at peep of day?"
Eyerly, Jeannette. Seth and Me and Rebel Make Three. Lippincott, 1983. 82-48463. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-397-32042-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-32043-4. 213p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library
ed. $9.89.
Seventeen-year-old Ryan and his friend Seth, just before high school graduation,
M move into an apartment which Ryan hopes some day to get Tamsin, the classmate he
7-9 adores respectfully, to visit. He hasn't planned on Rebel, an amoral runaway who is
taken in out of pity and who becomes a leech and a burden. Seth moves out, and
Ryan borrows his car to drive a pregnant Rebel (her pregnancy due to a previous
lover) back to Colorado. On the return trip, he saves the life of another driver who
has had a heart attack; the story ends with Tamsin, who had stopped talking to Ryan
after finding Rebel in the apartment when she paid a surprise call, making overtures
after the story of Ryan's heroism has appeared in the press. Other things happen:
Ryan loses his job and gets it back because he's a hero; Grandpa has a stroke and
moves into Ryan's home; the man whose life Ryan saved proves to be a famous
conductor who ensures Ryan's first year of college. The writing style and the
characterization of Rebel and Ryan are adequate, the plot laborious in conception
and unconvincing.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Schools; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Holiday
House, 1983. 82-18710. ISBN 0-8234-0477-3. 6 0p. (Nineteenth Century America)
$10.95.
The author provides an excellent background for his description of nineteenth
R century education by describing first the political, religious, and cultural forces that
5-7 brought about the first system of free public education in the world, that produced in
the United States the first coeducational and women's colleges, that subsidized pub-
s5]
lic education by taxing citizens. The text examines the various kinds of reforms and
improvements brought about through the efforts of educators and reformers, and
discusses land-grant colleges, private as well as public education, and the connection
between free and required elementary school education and the benefits accruing to
the society because of an educated citizenry. An index is provided; dramatic scratch-
board illustrations are informative as well as handsome.
C.U. History-U.S.
Flory, Jane. Miss Plunkett to the Rescue; illus. by Blanche Sims. Houghton, 1983. 82-15797.
ISBN 0-395-33072-6. 84p. $7.95.
Scrawly, animated line drawings illustrate a slapdash detective story that depends
Ad on gross exaggeration and the bumbling incompetence of the protagonist for its
3-5 humor. Elderly Miss Plunkett is employed by the Bureau of International Prying and
Spying because the precious plan for a noodle machine (chief product of the little
country of Pugwell) has been stolen. What follows is a breezy record of ineptitude,
mistaken identities, a chase, a jailbreak that ends in the jailor's kitchen, and Miss
Plunkett's return of the plan for the machine-only to find that Pugwell is changing its
major export to muffins. Lots of action, some humor, and a deliberately improbable
plot are put together to form an unimpressive but mildly amusing story.
Foster, John, comp. A Fourth Poetry Book; illus. by Peter Benton, Noel Connor, Allan
Curless, Arthur Robins, and Martin White. Oxford, 1983. Trade ed. ISBN 0-19-
918152-7; Paper ed. ISBN 0-19-918151-9. 127p. Trade ed. $9.95; Paper ed. $4.95.
A Third Poetry Book; illus. by Allan Curless, Michael McManus, and John Raynes.
Oxford, 1983. Trade ed. ISBN 0-19-918140-3; Paper ed. ISBN 0-19-918139-X. 122p.
Trade ed. $9.95; Paper ed. $4.95.
Although the fact that neither book has any announced divisions on the pages or in
R the tables of contents makes the poems less accessible, the material chosen for
4-7 readers in the upper elementary grades is of such high caliber and offers such variety
that it compensates for that weakness. Both books are illustrated by a range of
artists, with pictures in many moods, and the use of different techniques. Although
there are no section headings, the poems are grouped loosely by theme or topic; a
number of animal poems may be arranged sequentially, as may seasonal poems or
monster poems. Most of the poems are brief; many are humorous; many poets, both
those well-known and those less familiar, are represented. A first-line index is pro-
vided in each book.
C.U. Language arts
Froehlich, Margaret Walden. Hide Crawford Quick. Houghton, 1983. 82-21184. ISBN 0-395-
33884-0. 168p. $9.95.
One of four girls, Gracie is twelve; she's certainly old enough to understand how
Ad much Daddy would like to have a son, and she hopes the new baby will be a boy. He
4-6 is, but there is something wrong: Daddy is clearly sad and taciturn, Mama is too
quiet, neither will explain. Then, one by one, the girls learn the truth about baby
Crawford. One leg ends just below the knee. The thrust of the story, then, is in the
acceptance of this tragedy, and in the acceptance of Crawford as a loved member of
the family by each of the others-especially Daddy. The story is set in the 1940's, and
the handling of period details is smooth; the book shows how close anguish is to
anger, and how it affects other relationships. Adequately written, with firm charac-
terization, the story is weakened to some extent by being diffuse; the only plot
development is the acceptance of a physically disabled child, and in fleshing out the
[6]
story, the author has included classroom scenes, minor characters, age-mate squab-
bles, sibling tension, et cetera, all believable, but much of it seeming extraneous.
D.V. Brothers-sisters; Handicaps, adjustment to
Gaeddert, LouAnn. The Kid with the Red Suspenders; illus. by Mary Beth Schwark. Dutton,
1983. 82-18210. ISBN 0-525-44046-1. 71p. $9.95.
Hamilton didn't really mind the red suspenders until Rob began teasing him. New
Ad in school, Rob was tough, noisy, and abrasive, teasing Ham about his name, the fact
3-5 that his mother walked him home from school every day, and the fact that Ham was a
good student. Since Ham's friend Jerry seemed to be influenced by Rob, Ham tried to
change, making deliberate mistakes in tests, throwing away his homework, hiding his
suspenders and the nutritious lunches Mother packed. Playing hookey with Rob and
Jerry led to an experience that prompted Ham to tell his parents all about it, so that
Mother understood he had to be seen to be independent, and that convinced Jerry
that Rob wasn't funny at all, just a bumptious bully. Black and white pencil drawings
are almost photographic in their realism. The writing style is adequate, the characters
are well-defined, and the problems Ham faces are not unusual (although Mother's
lack of understanding is odd, since she's drawn as an intelligent woman) and should
evoke reader empathy. The structure of the story is patterned, both in the triangular
relationship and the bully/victim situation.
D.V. Age-mate relations
Gage, Wilson. Cully Cully and the Bear; illus. by James Stevenson. Greenwillow, 1983.
82-11715. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01767-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01769-X. 30p.
Trade ed. $9.00; Library ed. $8.59.
Stevenson's drawings, with flyaway lines and breezy humor, are of necessity re-
R petitive, since the structure of this funny (if somewhat overextended) treatment of a
K-2 one-gag situation is repetitive. Cully Cully, a grizzled hunter, is looking for a bear so
that he can have a bearskin to put on the ground for more comfortable napping. His
only shot nicks a bear's nose; what begins as a chase ends with the two circling
around a huge tree, changing direction, at times running side by side; each thinks
there is more than one of the other, each is finally exhausted. Cully Cully takes a nap,
deciding that the ground feels so good, it's softer than any bearskin.
Gauch, Patricia Lee. Night Talks. Putnam, 1983. 82-25001. ISBN 0-399-20911-5. 156p. $10.95.
Mary Lou is fourteen, spending her first summer at camp, and she's in a tent with
Ad two other girls from a plush Detroit suburb and doesn't want other groups (or the
6-8 staff) to know she's from Greenwood Pointe. All the girls adore a forceful counselor,
Nikki, and agree to try when she asks them to make Margaret feel at home. Margaret,
a tough inner-city girl, is afraid of the water, won't participate in many of the ac-
tivities, and finally-when she becomes communicative-tells her tent-mates that
she's a pusher, that she's home alone most of the time because her mother works
days and nights. Mary Lou and the other two write to Margaret's mother, feeling that
she ought to know the awful truth. They never expect to have Margaret taken out of
camp by her angry mother, and are stunned to find that Margaret lied to them about
her home circumstances. The story has some strong characters, but it seems diffuse
because so much emphasis is put on Nikki, and it seems weak in its ending because it
loses focus: Margaret leaves, the camp year ends. The book is written on three
levels: most of the story is told by Mary Lou, episodes about the staff are in third
person and focus on Nikki and her worries about Margaret, and the "night talks" are
in script form, conversations among Mary Lou and her tent-mates.
D.V. Age-mate relations; Economic differences, understanding
[7]
Gerber, Merrill Joan. Name a Star for Me. Viking, 1983. 82-4788. ISBN 0-670-50389-4. 155p.
$10.95.
Evelyn and her mother leave the rest of the family in California when they go to
Ad Kentucky for the summer; Mom is to work on her painting at a workshop run by her
7-9 old flame from college days, and Ev worries about this all summer. Ev stays on a farm
with another college friend of Mom's, thrilled because Caroline has a son Ev's age;
she finds Chet pleasant and quiet, and is courted by his cousin (older than Chet and Ev,
and a budding roue) so successfully that Chet becomes jealous. In the end, Ev runs
off to join her mother, but pays a last quick visit to effect a rapprochement with Chet,
who's an amateur astronomer and promises to find a new star and name it for her.
The book has believable characters and is written capably, but the plot sags periodi-
cally and has uneven pace.
D. V. Boy-girl relations; Mother-daughter relations
Gerrard, Roy. The Favershams; written and illus. by Roy Gerrard. Farrar, 1983. 82-82390.
ISBN 0-374-32292-9. 30p. $10.95.
A rhyming text gives the life story of Charles Faversham, and it begins with the
Ad infant Charles in his pram in 1851. He went to school, joined the British Army,
3-5 received a medal from Queen Victoria, was sent to India, resigned from the service,
and returned to England to become an author and to watch his children and grand-
children grow up nearby. The pictures, marvelously detailed watercolors of dumpy,
rather squashed looking people and superb interiors and backgrounds, are very ef-
fective. The real question is: who is the audience for a long poem (capably written)
about a little-known figure of the previous century?
Griffith, Helen V. Alex Remembers; illus. by Donald Carrick. Greenwillow, 1983. 82-11913.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01800-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01801-7. 29p. Trade ed.
$10.00; Library ed. $9.55.
On a night when there is a full moon, the dog Alex and the cat (no name given) who
Ad is his companion are sent out of the house because they are restless. When the moon
K-2 looks like that, the cat tells Alex, they remember . . something . . . something out of
the mists of the past. The two animals have a conversation that increases their fear
and tension; both are startled when the boy slams the porch door and comes out to
join them, commenting on the big orange moon. Is the boy remembering too, Alex
wonders? This is a mood piece, simply told but with latent content that may require
adult interpretation; as a story it is slight, with little action. The illustrations are
full-color paintings, some of which are realistic, some filled with mists or fantastic
cloud shapes.
Hare, Lorraine. Who Needs Her?; written and illus. by Lorraine Hare. Atheneum, 1983.
82-13899. ISBN 0-689-50268-0. 26p. $9.95.
Every year her science project was the best; every report card showed straight
NR A's. Cynthia was certainly bright, but so messy that other children called her a slob,
2-4 her grandmother said she was slovenly, and her mother had given up trying to get
Cynthia to clean her room. One night her mistreated clothes rebelled and walked out;
next day Cynthia wore a tunic made from a garbage bag. At first the other girls at
school copied her, then said they were too cold. Meanwhile Cynthia's clothes had
gone up to another girl and offered to be hers; when that girl ran into Cynthia she
offered half her wardrobe (Cynthia's old clothes, which had been cleaned) and they
became good friends; that night Cynthia cleaned her room and put her clothes away
with care. Unconvincing, minatory, and contrived as a fantasy, this is adequately
illustrated with pencil drawings.
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Harris, Jonathan. The New Terrorism: Politics of Violence. Messner, 1983. 82-24889. ISBN
0-671-45807-8. 197p. $9.97.
Like Meltzer's book on terrorism, this survey of terrorist activities discusses
Ad motives, techniques, and funding of terrorist groups in our world, and cites some of
8- the spectacular incidents of violence that have made headlines in many countries.
Unlike Meltzer's book, or some of the earlier books on the subject, this is not always
objective, nor does it give as comprehensive a history of terrorist activity. A final
chapter, "How to Combat Terrorism," begins, "Terrorism can be stopped,"
although later statements in the chapter ("Depriving the terrorists of the more ad-
vanced weapons of mass destruction is also problematical," or, "Control of chemical
and biological agents is still more dubious.") seem to contradict this optimistic opin-
ion. Despite such weakness, and despite the fact that this is more reportorial than
scholarly in approach, the book gives a great deal of information about movements
and methods and goals. An index is appended, as is a divided bibliography that is
useful but not as extensive as Meltzer's bibliography.
C.U. Social studies
Haskins, James. The Guardian Angels. Enslow, 1983. 82-11615. ISBN 0-89490-081-1. 64p.
$9.95.
A description of the organization of young volunteers who are dedicated to pre-
Ad venting crime begins with the founding, in 1979, of the Magnificent Thirteen. Led by
7-9 Curtis Sliwa, the group grew, became the Guardian Angels, and has been imitated in
other cities than New York, where it began. Most of the members are young males,
most are black and Hispanic, and the group has stirred considerable controversy,
since some critics feel the Guardian Angels are a paramilitary band who have taken
into their own hands matters that should be a police prerogative. Others laud the
efforts of the group. After frequent instances of conflict between Sliwa's group and
the police, The Guardian Angels were issued identity cards (to be worn on patrol) by
the New York Police Department. The leader claimed, in 1983, three thousand mem-
bers, but there are no statistics to validate this. In fact, one of the weaknesses of the
book is that, although Haskins is commendably objective in most of his comments
about the Guardian Angels, he tends to accept proferred information without check-
ing it; for example, speaking of Sliwa's academic record (from model student to high
school dropout) he says of Sliwa "He says he had acceptances and scholarship offers
from Brown, Princeton, and Harvard," but apparently has not investigated the
statement. Adequately written, occasionally repetitive, certainly of topical interest.
An index is appended.
C.U. Social studies
Hazen, Barbara Shook. It's a Shame about the Rain; illus. by Bernadette Simmons. Human
Sciences Press, 1983. 81-13163. ISBN 0-89885-050-9. 28p. $9.95.
Yellow-tinted pencil drawings, with heavy lines that make solid figures in un-
Ad cluttered compositions, illustrate a story told by a small boy. Disappointed because a
K-2 heavy rain prevents the family's planned trip to a lake, the boy is dejected and angry;
he cries a bit and then brightens up when Mother consoles him, understanding that
the trip was important to her child. By the time the three have had an impromptu
indoor picnic, worked on a project together, and had a mud puddle fight, the narrator
is cheerful. The message is a bit obtrusive and the writing style a bit choppy, but the
story touches on a familiar reaction to disappointment and a logical, positive way of
dealing with that emotion.
D.V. Family relations
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Hopper, Nancy J. Hang On, Harvey! Dutton, 1983. 82-18253. ISBN 0-525-44045-3. 86p. $9.95.
The theme of coping with a bullying peer is a familiar one in children's books; here
R it is treated with balance and humor as eighth grader Harvey tells the story of his
5-7 admiration for Leslie, his dismay when he learns that his best friend also likes Leslie,
his resentment that the school orchestra director has made someone else first flute
player (Harvey knows he's better than Tina) and his irritation and shame at letting
himself be bullied by Jon Jameson. Although Harvey finally learns to cope with Jon,
this isn't an all-problems-solved story: Harvey does accept the fact that he's playing
second flute because he's less cooperative (musically) than Tina. The writing is light
and amusing, but the issues are those that are real in the lives of many adolescents,
and they are handled with sympathetic insight.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Friendship values
Hughes, Dean. Millie Willenheimer and the Chestnut Corporation. Atheneum, 1983. 82-13758.
ISBN 0-689-30958-9. 136p. $9.95.
Although this requires a modest suspension of disbelief (could so many be credu-
R lous?) it is an amusing story that stretches some ideas about marginal demand, profit
4-6 and loss, and cash flow. It begins when Millie's father stops her allowance but offers
to reward her if she earns money; he even brings her a book called How to Use Your
Mind and Make a Million. So Millie uses her mind. Other children collect chestnuts?
Millie will corner the market. She does, too, at least locally, and there she is with
thousands of chestnuts. This has, after some romping episodes, a logical and satisfy-
ing conclusion in which nobody loses but which leaves Millie aware that Father
doesn't always know best and that the business world is not her metier. This is nicely
structured, breezy, and not so cute as to spoil the fun, although it occasionally skirts
cuteness.
Hurd, Thacher. Mystery on the Docks; written and illus. by Thacher Hurd. Harper, 1983.
82-48261. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022701-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022702-8. 29p.
Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.89.
Bright, vigorous watercolor pictures illustrate a brisk little adventure story in
R which a humble restaurant cook, Ralph, is instrumental in rescuing his favorite opera
K-2 star, Eduardo, from the dastardly rats who have kidnapped him. The two heroes,
who jump into the fray when the police arrive on board, are mice, as are the police.
The story takes place in the dockside diner where Ralph works and on the large ship
on which he and Eduardo are held; Ralph uses flares in the crow's nest to attract
police and Eduardo uses his powerful voice. There's plenty of action, a triumphant
ending, and a sturdy story line, and the writing style is direct and nicely gauged for
the read-aloud audience.
Kavaler, Lucy. Green Magic: Algae Rediscovered; illus. with photographs and drawings by
Jean Helmer. Crowell, 1983. 81-43872. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04221-3; Library ed.
ISBN 0-690-04222-1. 120p. Trade ed. $10.95; Library ed. $10.89.
Kavaler is adept at organizing scientific material, giving clear and sequential expla-
R nations, and doing the research that brings in new discoveries and current experi-
6-9 ments. Here she describes the structure and variety of algae, the fossil findings,
established phenomena, old and new uses of algae for food, fertilizer, and sewage
purification, and discusses some of the ways in which algae may be used to alleviate
food shortages in the future or serve myriad purposes on space flights. An extensive
index gives good access to a useful and well-written book on a topic that already has
many ramifications and may, in the future, have many more.
C.U. Science
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Knight, David C. Robotics: Past, Present, and Future; illus. with photographs. Morrow, 1983.
82-22918. ISBN 0-688-01490-9. 122p. $8.50.
Knight defines his terms, gives the history of robots, distinguishes between robots
R and automatons, and discusses, in separate chapters, robots in industry, medicine,
6-9 and the home. He describes the differences between playback robots and sequence
robots, and between open and closed loop control. The text concludes with a chapter
on robotics in the future, predicting increasingly sophisticated sensory devices, un-
manned assembly lines, and an increasing use of robots in the home, in medical and
space research, and possibly (in all fields) to replace human labor at tedious jobs. The
text is logically arranged and clearly written; an index gives access to the contents of
a book on a subject that is alluring to many readers.
C.U. Science
Kroll, Steven. Take It Easy! Four Winds, 1983. 82-20937. ISBN 0-590-07833-X. 138 p. $8.95.
Nick is the narrator. He's fifteen, handsome, fanatic about maintaining academic
Ad prowess, arrogant, not enjoying being in a private school for boys. In fact, the love
8-10 and loyal support he gets from his friend Beth, and the friendship with Roger are the
most satisfying relationships he has. Nick is in almost constant conflict with Kurt, a
classmate who vies for extracurricular honors and is furious when he and Nick are
elected co-editors of the school paper. Nick's father is a further irritant, never
satisfied with Nick's performance. When Nick's father dies suddenly (heart failure)
Nick grieves, but the power struggle with Kurt continues to be the most important
thing in his life, or so the story implies. Nick and Beth become lovers, he adjusts to
bereavement, he makes a new friend, and he begins to learn to take it easy. This is
believable, it's adequate in characterization, it's adequately written, but it seems
unfocused, an examination of a set of relationships and attitudes to no purpose.
D.V. Father-son relations; Friendship values
Levy, Elizabeth. Father Murphy's First Miracle. Random House, 1983. 82-20516. ISBN 0-
394-85810-7. 12 3p. $1.95.
A cast of stereotypical characters in stereotypical situations is based on a televi-
NR sion program. Levy, whose writing is usually light, controlled, and humorous, has
5-6 not been able to improve on the predictable and banal plot: a rough, heart-of-gold
miner pretends to be a priest so that he can protect a group of orphans; his chief
enemy is the slick owner of the town's gambling hall who sees to it that the false
priest and a real one are unable to buy property to build a church; the other enemy is
the curmudgeon who owns a workhouse and wants to get his hands on the orphans,
who are being taught and cared for by sweet Miss Mae. Murphy fools both foes by
marrying Miss Mae and adopting all the orphans. Pure corn, and not well adapted; for
one thing, the story is set in 1870 but uses contemporary phrases; for another, almost
every development in the plot is signalled in advance of its occurrence.
Lingard, Joan. Strangers in the House. Dutton, 1983. 83-1714. ISBN 0-525-66912-4. 131p.
$10.95.
In a story set in Scotland, fourteen-year-old Calum resents having to leave the
R coastal town he loves, is irritated by having to move to Edinburgh when his mother
6-9 remarries, and is especially hostile toward his new stepsister, Stella. The same age,
and equally hostile, Stella resents Calum, his mother, and Calum's small sister Betsy,
with whom she has to share a room. Other things happen in the lives of both adoles-
cents (love, friendship, death of a pet, family problems) but the focus is on their
acceptance of the new family situation and, in particular, of each other; Lingard
makes this progression believably gradual and enlists the reader's understanding on
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behalf of both Calum and Stella. The characterization is strong, the dialogue and
exposition handled with equal skill, and the story line maintained at good pace and in
good style.
D.V. Friendship values; Stepparents, adjustments to
Liss, Howard. The Giant Book of More Strange but True Sports Stories; illus. by Joe Mathieu.
Random House, 1983. 82-13236. Paper ed. ISBN 0-394-85633-3; Library ed. ISBN
0-394-95633-8. 152p. Paper ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.99.
Illustrated by drawings in comic strip vein, the text is divided by individual sports,
M and the entries range in length from a few lines to two pages. Titles for entries are not
4-6 always informative, although they can easily be identified as being about hockey or
tennis-unless they are in the "Miscellaneous" section, in which case "No Record,"
"Upset," or "Never Say Die," for example, are less than indicative about their
contents. Some of the stories are, indeed, oddities and some have to do with setting
records; there are a few very brief entries that seem incomplete-such as the fact that
in 1932 Colgate's football team, although it had not been scored on, tied, or defeated
all season, was not invited to play in the Rose Bowl. End of entry. The writing is
breezy and casual; there is no index. Not an impressive or unusual book, but one that
will probably be enjoyed to some extent by browsers and even more by sports buffs.
Lorenz, Lee. Hugo and the Spacedog; written and illus. by Lee Lorenz. Prentice-Hall, 1983.
82-22960. ISBN 0-13-444497-3. 30p. $10.95.
Cartoon style drawings illustrate an animal fantasy in which a space traveller is
M brought in by contrivance, although the inclusion will probably appeal to the read-
K-2 aloud audience. A wandering mutt, Hugo finds a nice little farm where he'd like to
settle down; the other animals all protest that they work for their keep, but what can
he do? Be a watchdog, Hugo says. He proves he can be useful by putting out a fire
when a spaceship lands, and by coordinating the effort to find a fuel that will get the
spacedog back on his flight path. No human beings emerge from barn or farmhouse at
any point. This has action, but it is an inane story, and slight.
McMillan, Bruce. Here A Chick, There A Chick; written and with photographs by Bruce
McMillan. Lothrop, 1983. 82-20348. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02000-3; Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-02001-1. 24p. Trade ed. $10.50; Library ed. $10.18.
Color photographs on facing pages are used to present contrasting concepts
R (stand/sit, asleep/awake, straight/crooked, etc) and the characters are fluffy, appeal-
2-5 ing chicks. The pictures begin with a cracking egg (inside) and a bedraggled chick
yrs. emerging (outside) and are usually good illustrations of the concepts of opposites,
save for a few double-page spreads like the one for here/there, where the chick is
facing one way and looking at the eggshell, and then is moving away from it and
facing the other way, or round/around, in which the chick appears to be doing exactly
the same thing in both pictures, walking on a circular path of spilled seed. Neverthe-
less, useful-and certainly engaging.
McNulty, Faith. Hurricane; illus. by Gail Owens. Harper, 1983. 79-2672. Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-024142-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024143-8. 43p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed.
$8.89.
When hurricane warnings are broadcast in New England, John and his parents
R make preparations for riding out the storm: they collect wood for the old stove, buy
3-5 extra candles and flashlight batteries, etc. John's particularly concerned about the
large tree where he has his tree house, and feels both excitement and fear about the
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approaching hurricane. When the storm comes, it does some minor damage, but both
house and tree house are safe. Although the story has little plot, it conveys the drama
of a violent natural phenomenon. Illustrated with realistic black and white drawings,
the book stresses the fact that hurricanes are a part of nature, that the communica-
tions of today prevent the kind of damage to life and property that occurred in the
past, and that it is sensible to plan for an emergency situation. McNulty uses the
story to give information (Dad explains to John what a hurricane is) but not to an
extent that facts overburden narrative. The writing is simple, a bit static; there is no
depth of characterization; this is realistic but almost more a vehicle for giving facts
and advice than a narrative.
D.V. Environmental concepts
Manes, Stephen. That Game from Outer Space; illus. by Tony Auth. Dutton, 1983. 82-21144.
ISBN 0-525-44056-9. 58p. $8.95.
Oscar finds a very large video game that looks like a rocket ship in a pizza parlor,
Ad and is baffled by the intricacy of the results when he pushes buttons, intrigued by the
3-5 fact that he seems to be in the ship itself, and mystified by the lack of instructions or
apparent programming. What he discovers is that the ship isn't a game (no explana-
tion of the coin slot, however) but a real ship manned by roach-like creatures from
another world. Oscar helps them escape by fixing their ship so that they can over-
come Earth's gravity, and he's left with a collection of foreign coins from the grateful
"green-and-purple-striped yellow cockroaches." Black and white line drawings,
some cartoon-like, some dramatically effective, illustrate a fantasy that is adequately
written, structurally contrived, and occasionally comic, and that will probably-
because of the video game/science fantasy focus-be appealing to readers.
Mango, Karin M. A Various Journey. Four Winds, 1983. 82-20968. ISBN 0-590-07856-9. 196p.
$9.95.
Laura, the narrator, is fifteen when she meets Ben. A shy and quiet girl, she has
M never before been in love, never felt so close to another person. And, when the break
6-9 comes, she knows she will never again have a love just like her first love. This is
believable but patterned (Laura resists, but they eventually become lovers; both vow
eternal fidelity, but Ben meets another girl when he goes off to college) and has some
immediacy because of the first-person format but gives little insight. The writing style
is staccato at some times, tediously introspective at others, so that the story has an
uneven pace.
Murphy, Jim. Two Hundred Years of Bicycles. Lippincott, 1983. 81-48608. Trade ed. ISBN
0-397-32007-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-398-32008-6. 60p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed.
$9.89.
Photographs and drawings illustrate the history of bicycles, from the drawings of
R Leonardo da Vinci to the celerifere (which the rider used by running) to the Michaux
4-6 "boneshaker" which was the first machine to include foot pedals, through many
variants and improvements to the sleek and powerful machines of today. The text is
well-organized, crisply written, and carefully indexed. A one-page bibliography and a
photograph of a contemporary bicycle, with parts labelled, are appended.
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau. Tattie's River Journey; illus. by Tomie de Paola. Dial, 1983.
82-45508. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-8767-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-8770-7. 27p.
Trade ed. $11.95; Library ed. $11.89.
Stylized tempera paintings effectively illustrate the story of a house carried away
by a flood. The house belongs to Tattie, a beautiful young woman who enjoys the ride
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Ad her house takes, and who laughs as she dips her toes in the water and looks down at
K-2 the submerged village. She picks up a dog, a baby, and a young man from the
floodwaters; later she and the young man wed. The house comes to rest on top of an
arched bridge, so Tattie and the young man (no name is given) let carts go in the front
door, through the parlor, and out the back-serving food in the parlor through which
the carts drive. The ending is flat, as the writing style is; the story is told without
dialogue. While the situation may appeal to children, the development of the plot has
little vitality.
Nevins, Ann. Super Stitches: A Book of Superstitions; illus. by Dan Nevins. Holiday House,
1983. 32-15875. ISBN 0-8234-0476-5. 64p. $8.95.
Since children are often intrigued by the idea of bad or good luck or by the
Ad superstitious beliefs that are part of folklore, this compilation may appeal to them.
3-5 The material is arranged under such headings as Good Luck, Bad Luck, Expressions,
Weather Warnings, and Old Wives' Tales, and is illustrated with line drawings. While
the focus of the book is on explanations for the origins of superstitions, the fact is that
quite frequently no explanation is given; the brief paragraph allotted each subject
may conclude with "The legend . .. probably got started because .. ." or "Perhaps
that is why the Germans. .. ." An index is included.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. Magnolia's Mixed-Up Magic; illus. by Linda Bucholtz-Ross. Putnam,
1983. 82-16684. ISBN 0-399-20956-5. 45p. $8.95.
This brisk little story has several elements that appeal to children: magic, animal
R characters, justice meted out, a problem that has a happy ending. It begins when
K-3 Grandma Possum comes home with an old book of magic spells; they're easy enough
to follow, and Grandma makes Magnolia float in the air just after Magnolia succeeds
in making the mailman, Mr. Beaver, invisible. Unfortunately, the end of the book is
missing and there is no way to end the spells; fortunately, when they all go back to
the store where Grandma bought the book and look for the missing pages, the diving
attack by Magnolia and the invisibility of Mr. Beaver help rout the raccoon who's
robbing the storekeeper. All ends happily when the missing pages turn up and the
magic's reversed. The style is direct, the action well-paced, and the length and humor
of the story are just right for the read-aloud audience or those primary-grades readers
who can manage independently.
C.U. Reading, beginning; Reading aloud
Olson, Helen Kronberg. The Strange Thing that Happened to Oliver Wendell Iscovitch; illus.
by Betsy Lewin. Dodd, 1983. 82-45990. ISBN 0-396-08147-9. 62p. $9.95.
One touch of fantasy is used in each episode of a very funny story about a small
R boy who discovers that if he puffs out his cheeks and holds his breath he can fly.
K-3 Oliver Wendell uses this ability to good advantage after his first surprising experience
(holding his breath to get his mother to buy a particular brand of cereal) to frighten
burglars, save his baby brother from a bull, and "teach" some fledgling birds to fly.
The family relationships are delightful (including a lively grandmother) and the writ-
ing style-particularly the dialogue-bright and breezy. The same qualities are in the
brisk line drawings.
D.V. Family relations
Paige, Harry W. The Summer War. Warne, 1983. 82-24822. ISBN 0-7232-6223-3. 167p. $9.95.
Fourteen-year-old Ely, the narrator, is a serious boy whose parents have sent him
to camp in hopes that he will make friends and become interested in sports. What Ely
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Ad becomes passionately interested in is the mystery of who killed Hans Muller. Muller
6-8 had disappeared years ago, and not until Ely finds a skeleton that is identified as that
of the missing man is it known that he was murdered. Although the police tell him not
to meddle, Ely pokes about a newspaper morgue and talks to Muller's old friends to
see what he can learn. Then Ely gets an anonymous message: forget about Muller.
He persists; his persistence results in some danger to himself and in the indictment of
two officials of the town near the camp. The story, to which the camp setting is
incidental, has suspense but not good pace; it is adequately written but moves slowly
to the conclusion: the case is dismissed and the two officials resign their posts (mayor
and police sergeant) while Ely realizes that the whole affair, based on anti-German
feeling during World War II, was too long ago for most people to care about the
outcome.
Patz, Nancy, ad. Moses Supposes His Toeses Are Roses and Seven Other Silly Old Rhymes;
ad. and illus. by Nancy Patz. Harcourt, 1983. 82-3099. ISBN 0-15-255690-7. 27p.
$12.95.
Eight English and American nonsense rhymes have lilt, nonsense, and humor. On
R each page, the ebullient paintings erupt from their tidy frames with vigorous and at
3-6 times grotesque people and animals painted in the style of eighteenth and nineteenth
yrs. century Pennsylvania Dutch pictures called fraktur, the bonnets and mobcaps and
breeches tinted a cheerful pink.
C.U. Reading aloud
Perl, Lila. Pinatas and Paper Flowers: Holidays of the Americas in English and Spanish; illus.
by Victoria de Larrea. Clarion, 1983. 82-1211. Trade ed. ISBN 0-89919-112-6; Paper
ed. ISBN 0-89919-155-X. 91p. Trade ed. $11.50; Paper ed. $4.50.
The text is in English on the verso page, and in Spanish on the recto page facing it,
Ad in a book that is really more about Latin-American holidays than North American; it
4-6 includes many holidays that are celebrated only in Central and South America (St.
John the Baptist Day, or The Festival of the Sun) on a national scale, whereas such
North American holidays as the Fourth of July, or the U.S. or Canadian Thanksgiv-
ings are not included. Most of the holidays that are included are religious holidays,
but (Columbus Day) not all. The writing is capable, the information useful although
most of it is easily found in other books about holidays, and the illustrations are
animated line drawings. English and Spanish indexes are included.
C.U. Holidays; Spanish-Study and teaching
Primavera, Elise. Basil and Maggie; written and illus. by Elise Primavera. Lippincott, 1983.
82-48455. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-32027-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-32038-0. 30p.
Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.89.
Soft pencil drawings, quasi-realistic (the pony's face is bovine; little Maggie drives
Ad her own truck and horse-trailer to the show) but animated and comical, illustrate a
2-3 slight but cheerful story. Maggie's aunt, hearing that her niece is taking riding les-
sons, ships her best pony, Basil, from England. Basil is shaggy and clumsy, the other
riders laugh at him, and he's terrible in every event-until it begins to pour rain. Just
as Aunt Isabel had said, Basil was used to rain and mud. He wins first prize, and
Maggie, once home, fills a silver bowl with special food for her special pony. No
nuance here, no characterization, no relationships with other people for Maggie: this
is just a girl-pony comedy.
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Rockwell, Anne F. The Night We Slept Outside; written and illus. by Anne and Harlow
Rockwell. Macmillan, 1983. 82-17963. ISBN 0-02-777450-3. 48p. (Ready-to-Read)
$8.95.
A small boy describes the experience he and his younger brother have when they
Ad use their new sleeping bags for a night outdoors. They are on the deck of their home,
1-3 but it is still scary to see a mean raccoon's eyes shining, to hear the screech of an owl,
to know a skunk is nearby. In fact, it's a relief when there's a thunder shower and
they can go in and stop pretending that they are not afraid. The concept and its
development have been used before in children's books, but the controlled (but not
stiff or unduly repetitive) writing and limited scope make this useful for beginning
independent readers.
C.U. Reading, beginning
Rogers, Jean. Goodbye, My Island; illus. by Rie Munoz. Greenwillow, 1983. 82-15816. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-688-01964-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01965-X. 83p. Trade ed. $9.00;
Library ed. $8.59.
The story of some recent events in Alaskan history is told through the fictional
R account of twelve-year-old Esther Atoolik, who begins with the statement that she is
5-6 the happiest girl in Alaska. She is happy because the summer in Nome is over and she
is returning to her beloved tribal home, King Island, along with the other islanders.
The book is set in 1964, when a government decision led to the closing of the school
on the small, rocky island in the Bering Sea. Seen through Esther's eyes, it is a
touching story of a people who must leave the homeland they love, and in the course
of it the reader learns of the cultural patterns, the intricate communal relationships,
the pride and love in an Eskimo family.
C.U. History-U.S.
D.V. Intercultural understanding
Roy, Ron. Million Dollar Jeans; illus. by Joyce Audy dos Santos. Dutton, 1983. 82-18320.
ISBN 0-525-44047-X. 88p. $9.95.
Given a lottery ticket as a reward for returning a dropped wallet, Tommy gener-
Ad ously offers to share any winnings with his best friend Twig. They're ecstatic when
4-6 the ticket has the winning number, but horrified when Tommy realizes that it's in the
pocket of the jeans that have been given away. Thus begins a chase that is funny,
fast-paced, and cheerfully improbable-and that has a happy ending. The illustra-
tions are black and white, with a scratchy line and often with busy, cartoon-like
details; the story is written in a breezy, at times too-cute style.
D.V. Friendship values
Ryden, Hope. Bobcat; written and with photographs by Hope Ryden. Putnam, 1983. 82-21621.
ISBN 0-399-20976-X. 62p. $10.95.
Author of the adult title Bobcat Year, Ryden here describes the evolution of the
Ad bobcat, the similarities and differences between it and other wild cats, and the
5-7 relationship between the bobcat population and that of the rabbit, its chief prey. In
the course of the continuous text, the author gives facts about mating, care of young,
habitats, feeding patterns, et cetera; she also gives a clear illustration of the evolution
of a species and the operation of natural selection. The text is authorative but diffuse
in organization; photographs are of variable quality, usually having no captions; the
index seems inadequate, with no listing for such terms as food, habitat, climate, prey,
or physical characteristics-although some of the latter (claws) are listed separately.
C.U. Science
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Sharmat, Mitchell. The Seven Sloppy Days of Phineas Pig; illus. by Sue Truesdell. Harcourt,
1983. 81-6954. ISBN 0-15-272936-4. 36p. $11.95.
Sing ho for doing your own thing, and for doing it in moderation. Phineas is tidy,
R meticulous in his habits at home and at school. This does not make him popular. It
K-2 does slow a basketball game if one player stops to dust the ball every time he gets it,
and his classmates jeer at Phineas. His sympathetic parents send him off to spend a
week with sloppy Cousin Humble; Phineas comes home and overdoes it, and then he
decides he'll be his own neat self but be more tolerant of his father's ashes and his
mother's spills at table-so everybody's happy. Scrawly black and white line draw-
ings have some humor but are cluttered with details. The concept of a hero whose
parents are dismayed by his tidiness should amuse children, and the story's told in a
brisk, no-nonsense style.
D.V. Neatness; Social behavior
Shyer, Marlene Fanta. Adorable Sunday. Scribner, 1983. 82-24049. ISBN 0-684-17848-6. 182p.
$11.95.
"If you saw me on the street, you might recognize me," Sunday begins, as she
R describes her experiences as a teen-age model in television commercials. "Ador-
6-8 able," is what her mother had said when Sunday's braces came off, and she began
taking pictures for Sunday's portfolio. At first excited, Sunday soon found that being
a celebrity meant that she couldn't participate in school events, couldn't have a
normal adolescent social life, and that some day soon she'd stop being that adorable
child with the braids that were her trademark. And that's when Sunday chopped off
her braids and chose obscurity. This is a believable and perceptive account of the
disadvantages of the limelight, especially as Sunday watches other child profession-
als compete and suffer. There's humor in the smoothly written story, but the message
is serious and it's effectively conveyed.
D.V. Self-evaluation
Siegel, Beatrice. Lillian Wald of Henry Street. Macmillan, 1983. 82-20359. ISBN 0-02-
782630-9. 192p. $12.95.
While nursing had become a respectable profession by 1867, few of its students
R came from well-to-do, socially prominent Jewish families. Lillian Wald's commit-
7- ment to her profession was extended by her observation of the urban poor and led to
her founding the Henry Street Settlement, to the first non-sectarian visiting nurse
program, and to the system of public school nursing. She was instrumental in other
reform movements in the field of child welfare and public health, an ardent pacifist, a
champion of women's rights and organized labor. Lillian Wald died in 1940, world-
famous and world-honored. In this detailed and carefully researched biography,
Siegel wisely lets her subject's accomplishments speak for themselves. There is no
adulatory note to mar the writing; although the text is heavy with facts and incidents,
it is not dull. The material is carefully organized, with extensive notes on sources
given for each chapter. Photographs of Wald and other prominent social workers,
reformers, and benefactors are included, as is a relative index.
D.V. Devotion to a cause; Social responsibility
Slote, Alfred. Omega Station; illus. by Anthony Kramer. Lippincott, 1983. 82-48461. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-397-32035-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-32036-1. 126p. Trade ed. $9.95;
Library ed. $9.89.
In a third story about Jack Jameson, the narrator, and his robot "brother," Danny
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Ad One, the two are enticed into another adventure by Dr. Atkins, the scientist who had
3-5 designed Danny and made him look exactly like Jack. He tells them that the evil Otto
Drago, another scientist, has been robotnapping (for the purpose of some unknown
but nefarious reason) at his home base, Omega Station. Since Drago is redesigning or
destroying robots, Jack is to pose as Danny, get taken, and be followed by his robot
brother to Omega Station. The plan works, and Danny and some other robots follow
to the dome on the dark side of the moon, coming to Jack's rescue when his disguise
is penetrated and his life threatened. Drago reveals his goal: an all-robot, emotionless
world, and his stolen robots are used to help him prepare weapons that will wipe out
the human race. Jack is saved in the nick of time, Drago is destroyed, and Omega
Station becomes a health resort. This has plenty of action, some suspense, some
contrivance, and undoubtedly will appeal to readers (despite the contrivance and a
measure of predictability) because of the plot, the robots, and the reappearance of
familiar characters.
Steptoe, John. Jeffrey Bear Cleans Up His Act; written and illus. by John Steptoe. Lothrop,
1983. 82-12732. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01640-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01642-1. 30p.
Trade ed. $10.00; Library ed. $9.12.
Bored by the talk being given his second grade class by a man from the sanitation
M department, Jeffrey daydreams about what it would be like if he were the teacher.
K-2 When he dreams that he himself is boring the class, he is dismayed; told by the
teacher to pay attention and asked if he'd like to take charge, Jeffrey hastily and
fervently says no, he thinks the speaker is doing just fine. The story has some appeal
in its imagining of power, but is improbable in presenting a daydream in which the
dreamer loses control of the situation-unless the implication is that Jeffrey falls
asleep, which is not made clear. The characters are all bears, but only from the neck
up; the teacher is presented as a grim disciplinarian. Steptoe's paintings have power
and vigor, but they do not combine attractively with balloon captions.
Stevens, Kathleen. Molly, McCollough, and Tom the Rogue; illus. by Margot Zemach.
Crowell, 1983. 82-45584. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04295-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-
04296-5. 30p. Trade ed. $10.95; Library ed. $10.89.
In a folk-like tale, Stevens catches the cadence of Irish speech and follows the
R traditional pattern of the rogue outwitted. This cheerful story's earthy quality is
3-5 nicely echoed in Zemach's sturdy, deft watercolor pictures. An itinerant rogue, Tom
makes his money by finding a farm belonging to a rich farmer, buying a bit of land,
and managing to "lose" a treasure map (just drawn) that shows treasure on that spot.
When the farmer wants to buy the land back, Tom asks for extra payment. He meets
his match in Molly McCullough, whose irascible father falls for the trick just as the
others have; Molly is just as clever as Tom, however, and she finds a way to outwit
him and also to woo him. A bright, brisk tale is also nice to read aloud to younger
children.
C.U. Reading aloud
Tarlton, Gillian Leigh. The Two Worlds of Coral Harper. Harcourt, 1983. 82-48758. ISBN
0-15-292371-3. 150p. $11.95.
In a story set in New Zealand, Coral begins with a journey from her home town to
Ad Auckland, where she is to live with the family of her mother's sister. Mum had died
6-9 some years before, victim of a freak "killer wave," and Coral had blamed her father
in her grief. As she settles in her new home, gets to know her relatives, begins work
at a school for musicians, and begins to accept the relationship with her father, the
story of her earlier life (modest economic circumstances, a strong mother-child re-
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lationship, a home in a fisherman's cottage) emerges in episodes through rem-
iniscence. In Aukland, she lives in a luxurious home, gains perspective, becomes
self-assured, and focuses on a career as a concert pianist. The story ends with
another journey, as Coral flies to London to attend the Royal College of Music on a
Commonwealth scholarship. The writing is competent in style, the pace of the story
slowed by long introspective or descriptive passages, and the story line marred by
incidents that contribute neither to the movement of the plot nor to the definition of
characters.
D.V. Adaptability; Death, adjustment to; Father-daughter relations
Vinge, Joan D. Return of the Jedi: The Storybook Based on the Movie. Random House,
1983. 82-20538. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-85624-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-95624-9.
53p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.99.
For those addicted to the film, this story version will probably appeal, but it suffers
M from the weaknesses of most books based on a film: it has incessant (and in this case
4-6 violent) action, its characters are superficially drawn, it moves jerkily, and it is often
fragmented when there is an attempt made in print to imitate the simultaneous actions
that occur on a screen. As for the story line, it's a succession of confrontations and
brinkmanship, as the heroes of the Rebel Alliance fight for the freedom of all worlds
against the vicious leaders of the Galactic Empire.
Voigt, Cynthia. A Solitary Blue. Atheneum, 1983. 83-6007. ISBN 0-689-31008-0. 189p. $10.95.
This is the most mature and sophisticated of Voigt's novels, a bittersweet story of a
R boy whose mother is more devoted to saving the world than saving her child from
6-9 unhappiness. Melody is beautiful, selfish, dishonest, and grasping-but all that
seven-year-old Jeff knows is that she is his mother, tender and loving, and that she
has left him a note saying she's gone: "there are people everywhere who need me,"
she has written. Several years later, after no word, Jeff visits Melody in Charleston
and is enchanted by the city, the family home, and his adorable mother. It isn't until a
second (uninvited) visit that Jeff realizes that Melody doesn't really love him, and
when he faces her with this, she becomes vindictive and insulting. Jeff is shattered;
by now he is an adolescent, and his father (depicted as a remote professorial type)
sees that Jeff is troubled. At this point the relationship begins to change, and Jeff begins
to realize that his opinion of his father had been shaped by Melody's sneering com-
ments; when Melody appears again, Jeff and his father have moved to a new home,
built a new relationship, and learned to know and show their love. It is in this new
home that Jeff meets and loves Dicey Tillerman, the protagonist of Dicey's Song
(reviewed in the October, 1982 issue) and it is here that the title reference occurs:
each of them reminds the other, in their awkward, self-contained dignity, of the
solitary blue heron they observe. Beautifully knit, a compelling and intelligent novel.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Father-son relations; Mother-son relations
Von Canon, Claudia. The Inheritance. Houghton, 1983. 82-23418. ISBN 0-395-33891-3. 212p.
$10.95.
Miguel de Roxas is nineteen, a medical student in Padua, when he is summoned
R home to Spain to take over his father's estate. The year is 1580, and his father had
7-10 killed himself rather than be burned at the stake by the Holy Office. A devout son of
* the Catholic church, a loyal Spaniard, the young man is quickly disillusioned and
decides to flee from Spain. Pursued, he takes refuge with a Swiss printer and falls in
love with his daughter Veronica; eventually he returns to Padua, but the envoys of
the Inquisition find and pursue him, and he returns to Basel to wed Veronica and start
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a practice. The story ends with Miguel called to treat a patient who proves to be an
old enemy; the man dies of smallpox, and this proves to be Miguel's last inheritance.
As she did in her first historical novel, Von Canon has done an excellent job of
creating a smooth synthesis of personal narrative and historical background; the pace
of the book slows a bit when Miguel and Veronica are reading the manuscript of his
father's biography, but the material in the biography gives a strong foundation, the
events of the early sixteenth century making more clear the events of Miguel's
lifetime. The characterization is strong and deep, the fusion of real personages and
events with the fictional deft. A compelling book.
C.U. History-Europe
Wallin, Luke. The Slavery Ghosts. Bradbury, 1983. 83-2679. ISBN 0-02-792380-0. 121p. $9.95.
Jake and Livy, twelve and thirteen, find Granny's adherence to the prejudice and
R panoply of the Old South irritating; they want no part of her elaborate plans for the
5-7 annual Old Confederacy Celebration. Grandma even hopes to see the vaunted plan-
tation ghost, wife of Colonel Ruffin who had been a feared and cruel slaveholder. It's
the children who see the ghost, however, and it isn't Mrs. Ruffin but one of the
slaves, Sarantha, who begs the children to rescue her child and other slaves who are
in a nether world where they are still Ruffin's captives. Jake and Livy find the time
gate and enter the other world in which Ruffin is still a tyrant; they manage to save
the ghosts, who can then live as free spirits like other ghosts. When they tell their
family about their adventures, the children's parents believe them; in fact, it makes
their father realize how biased Granny's viewpoint had been. While the double fan-
tasy (time-slip and other world) is complex, the story is written with enough pace and
suspense to compensate for this; the book has a message, but it does not obscure the
action.
D.V. Courage
Wilder, Cherry. The Tapestry Warriors. Atheneum, 1983. 82-16279. ISBN 0-689-30966-X.
264p. $12.95.
In a third science fantasy about the planet Torin and its people, the Moruia, the
Ad protagonist is fifteen-year-old Rovan, who becomes a disciple of the Diviner, Orath
7-10 Veer, and goes on a mission on his behalf. They communicate telepathically, for
Rovan too has the Divining power, but when Rovan realizes that Orath Veer is
planning to take over the society, he breaks communication and aligns himself with
the Diviner's enemies. This is the story of the long and complicated struggle; it is
written in good style with a rich conception of another world, but it is unfortunately
also complicated by the plethora of names and customs and interrelationships and
occult powers that fill the pages. There's plenty of action in the story (told by Rovan)
but his tapestry is elaborately worked.
Wolfe, Bob. Emergency Room; by Bob and Diane Wolfe. Carolrhoda, 1983. 82-19878. ISBN
0-87614-206-4. 35p. illus. with photographs. $7.95.
Profusely illustrated with photographs of good quality, this is a sensible and in-
R formative description of the way a hospital emergency room functions and is staffed,
3-5 of the ways in which different kinds of emergencies are handled, and of the ways in
which people are treated in critical situations (possible heart attack or stroke) before
they get to the emergency room. The authors are candid about the fact that some
procedures may be painful, but reassuring about the care that is provided; the writing
is accurate, direct, and sequentially organized.
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